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Katerina "Kat" Patton has been in a self imposed exile from men. Taking a summer vacation is

exactly what she needed. A fun get-away within the safe confines of people who truly loved her

most. Max Wellington Kincaid wanted desperately to spend time with his son Graham...if only his

ex-wife Victoria would just comply. Max had no desire to be in any woman's company.After a tense

meeting Kate and Max start on a friendship and love affair filled with seductive adventure. Can Kate

open her heart again and trust what fate has brought to her? Will Max allow old loyalties to destroy

what he can build with Kate? Will questioning the past stop both of the lovers from looking toward a

future with each other..?
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I was torn between rating this book. I was leaning towards a four or a three. After I finish reading it I

felt that it didn't leave much to be desired so I gave it a three.Firstly I hated the formatting of this

book. I don't know whose fault it was but it took a lot away from my reading experience. Another

thing was the mention of the heroine beauty ok, I get it!! she is beautiful she has a great body, but



gosh must you repeat it every time. It got very old and very tiring reading this same sentence over

and over. I did like her description of the Love scenes until the last one when it looked like the

author wrote the same scene twice with each characters dual POV. Hated the fact the heroine

speak so candidly about her sex life with her sisters. I understand the closeness but that was TMI!!

It wasn't a bad read and I did enjoy the story but I wasn't woo. I wasn't sold on them as a couple it

just was missing something. I guess I read so many great romances that this one didn't measured

up to my standards. If your on the mend on this book please don't let my review sway you. Its not a

bad book but its not something I will read again. This is only my opinion you can get the book and

see for yourself.

It took me a minute to get in to this story but I did end up really enjoying it. Max made this book well

worth reading. After being cautious when first meeting Kate he soon learned to relax. He realized

his past was getting in the way of enjoying something new and exciting. I loved his openness, I

loved his nerdy ways but most of all I loved him when he was in romance mode. He was hot as all

get out. He might have been angry due to a bad relationship with his ex-wife but he in no way forgot

how to take care of a woman. Now, for some reason it took me a long time to warm up to Kate. I

think it was so much talk about her looks, she was a likable character without so much emphasis on

her body. I did eventually warm up to her and I loved them as a couple. This was a love story free of

lots of drama. It was just two people learning how to let love do its thing. Ok the ending....it was

sweet but I wasn't so happy with it. I would have loved more info or a timeline on Max and Kate. I

guess at that point I was Max greedy so I would have liked a little more details. Overall a very hot

and very enjoyable read. I'll definitely be waiting for the next book by this author.

In this time of drought, this was an amazing read. I kept waiting for the train to come off the track, for

shoes to drop and screaming and hysterics - no there was none of that. A wonderful fictional tale of

reality. This Author is good with a delightfully fresh voice.It is the small things, the added cosmetic

touches that makes reading romance exhilirating. Families coming together for the purpose of

supporting and lifting each other up. A look at a true extended family. This book is about two people

who have lived through and survived traumatic couplings in their recent past. Unwilling, yet willing to

take a step into completeness. It takes grown people to determine that this feels right and I am

going to live in the moment and honor what my heart and soul are telling me they need at this time.

What will be, will be, but we are going to deliver the very best of what we have and pour it into

getting to the bottom of what we feel. I love that Max was a total nerd but was foine and had his sex



game on lock. The beautiful words of love he would grab from the sky and lay at Kate's feet not only

caught her breath, but took mine away. "Never doubt that I love you and I chose you, that's my

promise." Wait! What? Max was emotionally available by the gallon and truckloads. Kate's family,

especially her sister Jules was EVERY-THING. Jules took her big sister by the hand and led her

down the path of not only reeling in love, but bouncing it on her knee and his lap, flipping it over her

back and tasting the under side. Yeah, she was off da chain. Also, if you have not taken a trip up to

the mountains in A Subtle Tenderness - give yourself that gift of fresh air, there awaits two

emotional and physically available people as well.There were some editing challenges but I

absolutely refuse to downgrade a story that made my pulse race. Not happening. The attention to

detail and the equally and constant moving, momentum and fluid parts of love and its aftermath are

undeniable. This took place in under a year and was indeed believeable. KC King, Salud! Keep

working it out.

I discovered this book in the Kindle Unlimited and I loved the relationship between Kat an Max. I

almost didn't get the book based on the negative review that I read, but I'm glad that I didn't let that

stop me because this book showed the dynamics between the couple and the love that grew

between them which included the kids as well as the family. Kat's sister Jules was so straight

forward and funny. This book was so good to me that I purchased it and hoping that we get more

from the Ms. King on Julia and Tommy. GREAT JOB!

First book I have read by this author and I was pleasantly surprised by the quality of her work. it is

hard sometimes to not stick with tried and true authors that you are familiar with. I am glad that I

took a chance on this book. The story flowed very nicely with the characters and their feelings for

each other. I think this was one of the most honest books I have read in a long time. I think I need to

find a man like Max. Recommending to my friends Thanks for a great story.

You did it again Ms King. You wrote a very beautiful realistic story of how one can find true love

after living through a disastrous failed marriage.You incorporated the reality of dealing with a

blended family. Max Kincaid was swoon worthy and Kate was sassy, upbeat and loving h. Their

families were a hoot especially Jules and Max's brother Thomas. I wonder if they will be next couple

since this is book #1 in this series???I look forward to your next book Ms King you proving to be my

favorite author. Keep up the stellar work.



The way you have of expressing the meaning of true love and the respect and loyalty that comes

with it is outstanding I will read anything u write because I see now I can depend on the romance

you so skillfully weave can't wait for your next journey
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